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Umptanum Falls area:
10 miles south west of Ellensburg is an abandoned double track called “Break on
through to the other side”. The ride is 7.5 miles one way with 1800’ gain of elevation
going NWSE and 1400’ gain going back. Drive to the end of the pavement On
Umptanum Rd and continue 5.1 miles to parking on the left. Parking is near a wood
decked bridge over Umptanum Creek ¼ mile past Umptanum Falls parking. Ride
over the creek heading due south and in little
under ½ mile, stay left at the fork. Follow the
contour SE toward Durr Rd. Display a
Discover Pass to park in the area. Expect
ticks, snakes, steep climbs, and running water
many months of the year. This is adventure
riding. Bring supplies to be self sufficient.
Access Umptanum Falls via the trail shown.
Loop it either way riding Durr, Break on,
and Umptanum for ~20mi of scenic goodness.
3000’+ gain either way. Bring legs.
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“Break on through
to the other side”
7.6 miles end to end.
Out and back or loop
using Durr and
Umptanum Roads.
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Umptanum Recreation Area:
12 miles south of Ellensburg, is abandoned double track called “No Country for Old
Men” and “Break on through to the other side”. The ride is ~18 miles one way with
3000’ gain of elevation going NWSE. Drive to the end of the pavement See above
info for access to “Break on..” and the connection to this trail. Can be accessed by
driving on a very 4x4 road, Durr Rd. in to the Umptanum Creek canyon and back up
the other side to the second switch back.
Display a BLM Pass to park in the Umptanum
Recreation Area.
Expect ticks, snakes, steep climbs, and running
Water many months of the year. This is
Adventure riding. Bring supplies to be
self sufficient.
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“No Country for Old Men”
9 miles end to end.
Out and back or loop using
Durr and Yakima Canyon
Roads.
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